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DPO lnlerlace Concepts

Section 1

INTRODUCTION

This manual has been prepared to assist the programmer in developing a versatile
software operating system that fully utilizes the capability of the computer-controlled
D ig ital Processing Oscilloscope (DPO).

Section 2 is somewhat hardware oriented and describes in general the operation
of the P7001 Processor. For more detailed information reler to the P7001 Processor
Service manual (070-1882-00).

Section 3 contains a general descriplion of the DPO/CP Bus lnterface. Flefer to
the DPO/CP Bus lnterlace manual (070-1654-00) for more detaited information.

Section 4 lists the controllable Iunctions ol the DPO. lt contains programming
inlormation that will enable the programmer to use the DPO with any type of computer
system.

Section 5 provides examples and Ilow charts that illustrate the proced ures for pro-
g ramm ing your computer to utilize the full potential o, the DPO. To fully apply lhe infor-
mation in this section, you will need to understand the command struclure of your
computer.

Two appendices have been included to provide a summary of Device Addresses
and Status Word Formats and information on a typical computer/Cp Bus lnterface. A
removable shirt-pocket aid containing a summary of the information is also provided.

@ 1.1
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DPO lnterlace Concepts

Oigilal Processing Oscilloscope

The Digital Processing Oscilloscope provides a fast, elficient, interactive
wavelorm processing capability when interfaced with a computer. Wavelorms are
acquired by the 77044 Oscilloscope and then stored in digilal format in the internal
memory of the P7001 Processor. The DPO's versatility is shown in its multiple waveform
storage and message lransler capabilities. PBOGRAM CALL buttons on the p7OO1

Processor front panel provide convenienl access to prepared wavelorm analysis
routines in an external computer. By Simply pressing a few buttons, the DPO operator
can initiate such complex wavelorm analyses as Fast Fourier Transforms, lntegration,
or D ifferentiation. Any specialized processing routines that may be required are easily
accessed. Waverorm processing results can be returned to the DpO for display on the
Oscilloscope CRT. Simultaneous display of scale factors or messages relevant to lhe
processed data keeps the operator aware of important parameters. Fig. 1-'l is a block
diagram of a typical DPO/Compuler system.

D7704

CP 8US

P7001

-1
I

-)

A7704

COMPUTER

I

L-

COMPUTER/CP BUS
INTEBFACE

DPO/CP BUS
INTEFFACE

DIGITAL
PROCESSING

oscrLLoscoPE

1-2

Fig. 1-'l. OPO/Compuler Syslem.
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DPO lnlerlace Concepts

Section 2

THE P7OO1 PROCESSOR

The P7001 Processor, sandwiched between the acquisition portion (the plug_ins
and their compartment) and the display portion (the CBT and associated drive
circuitry) ol a 7704A Osciltoscope, makes the 7704A a D ig ital processing Osciltoscope.
Since the P7001 Processor is the most significant portion of the DpO (in terms of
programming), the following discussion is centered on it. The discussion assumes that
you are familiar with the DPO front panet. tf not, you shoutd read the DpO Operator,s
manual (070-1 599-00) betore continuing.

The P7001 Processor consists ol a number ot circuit cards arranged alonq an
asynchronous commun ications bus. Fig. 2-1 is a functional block diagram of the p7OO1 .

DISPTAY
GEN

AEAOOUT
tNt z alrs

r'o
INT

SAMPLE
&

HOLO

SIG'{AL
INT

FEAOOUT
BOAND IN

acourstTtoN
IJNIT

ASYNCHFONOUS BUS

TO
OISPLAY

UNIT

TO
CONTROLLEF

TO
OISPLAY

UNIT

FFOM ACOUISITION
UNIT

@

Fig. 2-'1. Block Oiagram ol the p7OO1.
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DPO lnterlace Concepls

Signal lntertace. The Signal lnterface functions like a selector switch. lt accepts

analog signals from either the plug-ins or the Display Generator, and d irects them to the

CRT for display. Beal-time signals at the plug-ins, or stored signals in the P7001

memory can be displayed. Both can be displayed simultaneously if desired. Three

pushbuttons on the P700'l Front Panel (Display Source) allow operator control, and

internal circuitry provides lor computer conlrol of the Signal lnterface.

Sample and Hold. The Sample and Hold circuit continuously samples the analog

siqnals lrom both horizontal and vertical plug-ins. The samples are taken

asynchronously every 6.5 microseconds, regard less of sweep speed. The repelition rate

will change lor non-valid samples determined by the A-D Converter. The pseudo-

random sampling reduces Nyquist sampling errors for repelitive waveforms. A sample

of the instantaneous value oI the analog vertical signal and of the instantaneous

amplitude of the horizontal sweep ramp are taken simultaneously. (Horizontal delayed

by about 80 nanoseconds from the verlical sample.) Fig.2-2 illustrates the process.

Both samples are sent to the Analog-to-Digital Converter.

VERTICAL SAMPLE
FOR VERTICAL DATA WORD

VERTICAL
SIGNAL

HORI2ONTAL
SAMPLE FOR

MEMORY ADORESSIIORIZONTAL
RAMP

2-2 (@

Fig. 2-2. Simullaneous Sampiing.
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Analog-lo-Digital Converter. The A-D Converter accepts the multiplexed analog
horizontal and vertical sam ples from the Sample and Ho ld circu its, and converts them to
binary values. Horizontal samples are converted to 9-bit values corresponding to 512
integer horizontal addresses across the display. Vertical samples are converted to lO-
bit values corresponding to 1024 integer values on the d isplay. The relerence zero point
Ior vertical values occurs one division below the bottom graticule line, and the '1O24th

value occurs one division above the top graticule line. The horizontal zero address
occurs at the leftmost graticule line, and the 511th at the rightmost graticule line.

lf the waveform being sampled is swept at sweep speeds slower then 0.5
m illiseconds/division, all 512 possible samples are taken in one sweep. ll the sweep rate
is faster than 0.5 milliseconds/division, successive sweeps randomly Iill in any areas not
sampled in the first sweep.

Memory. The inlormation from the A-D Converter is stored in the p7001 memory
when a STORE command is received. The command can be issued lrom the p7OO.l

Front Panel by pressing the STORE and START buttons, or when addressed under
program control. The memory usually consists of 4096 io-bit words, divided into
sections. Four 512-word blocks are available Ior waveform slorage (wavelorms A, B, C,
and D). One 512-word block is dedicated to scale tactor storage. The scate factor
inlormation is in ASCII format. Three other 5 j 2-word blocks are available tor computer-
generated messages. Messages are limited to a maximum of 80 characters displayed at
any one time, due to space limitations on the CRT screen.

Readoul lnledace. The Beadout lnterface converts analog scale-factor informa-
tion f rom the plug-ins to ASCII Iormat for storage in the p7OO1 lvlemory. lt also pertorms
the opposite Iunction. providing analog information for display from the ASC
information stored in memory. Computer-generated messages stored in the p7OO1

memory are routed to the Fleadout lntertace on command for display on the CBT.
Ny'essages and scale-factor informalion are displayed on a time-shared basis
simultaneously with the stored waveform. Optionally. the readout from the Acquisition
Unit can be internally switched to provide a display after a horizontal sweep is
completed. This feature is valuable when viewing single-shot events, since it prevents
readout time-sharing during the sweep.

@ 2-3
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DPO lnterlace Concepls

Dlsplay Generalor. The Display Generator functions as a digital-lo-analog
converter, providing analog inlormation ,or the display circuitry ot the DPO from the
digital waveform information stored in lvlemory. The Display Generator does nol use

ASCII information. lt accesses only those portions ol Memory containing waveform
data. whether generated by the plug-ins (through the A-D Converter) or by the
com puter.

The Display Generator can operate in two modes. The normal mode plots tha
vertical values across lhe screen as a function of time. The familiar Y-T (Y : ampliiude
vs T - time) oscilloscope display results. The circuit will also operate in the X-Y mode
under program control. With soltware continually refreshing the display and directing
the readout sequence, multivalued functions may be displayed (spirals, for instance).
The display generator can also provide a dot pattern ralher than the normal vector
display. The dot mode is selected with a strap option on the Display Generator circuit
card (refer to the DPO Operators manual lor specilic information).

Fronl Panel. The Front Panel circuitry of the P7001 allows operator control of
some of the P7001 functions. Lighted buttons allow the status of the processor to be

determined easily. Pressing many of the buttons causes a status word to be sent to all

circuit cards in the P7001. The cards addressed respond by changing their status to
correspond to the pressed pushbutton. ln addition. the button lights to indicate the
change of stalus.

The Front Panel operates somewhat diflerently under program control. When the

Front Panel is addressed and changed by the computer, most operations aflect on ly the
lights at the selected buttons. ln order to perform the desired operation, the computer
must address both the Front Panel and the alfected P700'l circu it cards. For example, il
a change from memory location A to memory location B is desired, the Front Panel

wou ld be add ressed and changed (to change the lights) and then the Display Generator
and the Readout lnterface would be addressed. The Display Generator and Fleadout
interface actually perform the mode change, while the Front Panel lights keep the

operator aware of the P700'l status.

2-4 @
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Section 3

DPO/CP BUS INTERFACE

The DPO/CP Bus lnterface provides two-way communication between the p70Oi

and the Computer lntertace via a passive multiwire data cable called the Cp Bus.
Control and data signals are translerred through the interface on an interrupt basjs.
Actually, the OPO,/CP Bus lnterlace appears ,'transparent,, to the programmer. lt is
designed to allow rapid data flow to and lrom the p7OO1 processor with a minimum of
software overhead.

Address Strap Oplions. The DpO/Cp Bus is designed to altow up to eight DpO's
to be controlled by one computer, via sirap options. Each DpO connecled to the
computer must have a unique address. The address ol a particular DpO is user
definable, and is selected by exercising a strap option on the DpO/Cp Bus lnterface
card. Located in a plug-in housing at the rear of the DpO (see Fig. 3-1), the tnterlace
card has a "harmonica" plug for address selection. This connector is plugged onto a
row of pins that protrude Irom the board near the atuminu m end plate (see Fig.3-2). The
device number is selected by moving the harmonica along the row of pins. For example.
a device number of zero would be selected by position ing the harmonica at the leftmost
end of lhe row ol pins. A device number of one would require that the harmonaca be
moved one position to the right (toward the aluminum end plale), exposing one pin to
the left oI the harmonica. The last DPO on the line must leave the termination resistors
connected.

37-PIN PLUG
(MALE)

o
I

I

q

37,PIN PLUG
(FEMALE)

c
I

Fi9. 3-1. Location ol DPO/CP 8us tnlertace
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DPO lnterlace Concepts

Selecting an address for a partacular DPO also eslablishes its priority. ll two
DPO's request selVice simultaneously, the instrument strapped to the highest number
is serviced first. For example, il instruments number 5 and 7 request service, number
seven will be recognized. The binary representation of the selected device number is

used both to address the DPO and to identiry an interrupting DPO.

DEVICE SELECT HARMONICA

TERMINATING RESISTORS
R72 ANO 873

I97t -05

Fig.3-2. Side View o, OPO/CP Bus lnte.lace

Slgnal Names

A brief description ol the signals required on each pin of the 37-pin connector is

listed in Table 3-1.

3-2 @
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TABLE 3-1

Signal Names al the Computer Conneclor J02 & J03
ol DPO/CP Bus lnlerlace

Function

These are bidirectional lines on the common bus that are used
to communicate between the DPO and the computer. They are
used for both addressing and data.

Clear. Sets the interlace to an idle state. Sent by computer

Clear lnterrupt. lndicates the interrupt request has been
acknowledged. Sent by computer.

Oata Received. lndicates data has been received by the DpO or
computer. Bidirectional. This signal is in response to Data
sent lDSwT-M1.

Control lines which indicate action to be taken on the bus (set
by computer).
Be)t BO7 action
H L lndicates a transler ol data to the DPO.
H H lndicates a transfer of data from the DPO.
L H lndicates a transler of address to the DPO.
L L Start Flead Cycle.

Common Bus Busy. Set by DPO or computer to indicate that
some device (DPO and/or computer) is active.

Bus Select. lndicates the unit number (0 through 7) of the DpO
being addressed (set by computer).

Data Sent. lndicates the presence of valid data on the common
bus. Bidirectional. Sent by devrce that rs asserting eED eB-Ts.

Pin
No.

1

2

3
4

5

6
7

I
I

'10

11

12

13

14

15
'16

17

1B

19

20

21

22
23

24

26
27

2A

29

Sig na I

Name

eEo'
EBT
eEz
e83
C 84-

eE5
U TJI)

ci7-
eBE
aEo
cB-m
cJ-l1
CB7
aB13-
CB-1,i
cB-15

eLT

DRCV

EOI
ECz

eBB-zl

ESI
BS2
ES3

DSNT

Gnd

@ 3-3
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DPO lnterlace Concepts

DATA TRANSFER BETWEEN THE COMPUTER

AND THE DPO

The sequence of events for sending the address to the DPO lrom the computer,
sending data to the DPO from the computer, the computer reading data from the DPO,

and the interrupt sequence are given below. The timing sequences are ideal design
parameters lor the DPO/CP Bus lnlerlace. Actual liming sequence may vary with type
of Computer used.

Sequence lor Sending the Address to lhe DPO lrom lhe Computer (Fig. 3-3):

1. The computer puts the add ress on CTo th roug h CJ15-, the device nu mber on

FSi through B53. and sets CBBZY ano BO t.

2. The computer waits 0.3 ps for data settling time and sets DSNT-

3. When the computer sees 6FieV. it releases all lines

eBo dB1,

ss1 as3

aoj

CBSZY

I i<- .: -
DStJr

3-4

Fig.3-3. Sending lhe Address lo lhe DPO lrom lhe Computer

@

ORC-V
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Sequence tor Sending Data to the DpO trom the Computer (Fig.3-4):
'1. The computer puts the data on eEb tnrougn eBt S, the devrce number onESi

through BS3, and sets CBBZY and R62.

2. The computer waits 0.3 ps for data setfling time and sets DSNT.

3. When the computer sees DFe[ it releases all lines.

cao cEl s

BS1 BS3

30,

caazY

osN-r

Fig.3-4. Sending Data to the DpO trom the Computer.

@ 3-5
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Sequence lor the Computer to Read Data lrom lhe DPO (Fig.3-5):

1. The computer puts the device number on ESi through EIS3, sets CBEZY.BQt-.

and EOZ. NoTE: This is a start read cycle.

2. The computer waits 0.3 ts for data settling time and sets DSNT

3. When the computer sees DFi-eV, it releases EO'i and BO2- but continues to

assert CJ-EZY, and BS1- through ES3. NoTE when the DPO sees BQl- and E-67

released, it will put data on the common bus. The time that DATA is present on the Bus is

variable. The signals DS-NT and DBCV are used for keying.

4. The computer waits lor DSNT f rom the DPO

5. when the computer sees 65NT, it latches the data and sends DHCV- to the

DPO

6. when the computer sees D-SNT released by the DPO. it releases DFleV,

CBBZY-, and ESi ttrrougn ES5.

BS1 AS3

CABZY

aoz

DSNT

3-6

Fig.3-5. Sequence for lhe Computer lo Read Oala lrom lhe DPO.
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lnterrupl Sequence:

1. lf mBZi is not being asserted by any device and the computer detects lhat
one of the eEb ttrrougtr CEtines is asserted, it encodes the decimal representataon o,
that line (CilO- through eE-A in the range of O through 7. This represents lhe device
number of the interrupting DPO, i.e., Device number 5 will interrupt on eg5-.

2. The computer is interrupted and the encoded device number is latched.

3. When the computer acknowledges the inlerrupt, the device code of the
interrupting device is placed on E51 through BS3-and efT is asserted for approximately
1 ps.

@ 3-7
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Section 4

CONTROLLABLE FUNCTIONS
OF THE DPO

lnlroduction

The P7001 Processor in the DPO allows computercontrol of many DPO functions.
As discussed in Sections '1 and 2, the P7001 consists of five functional circuit cards

arranged along an asynchronous bus. Four of the cards have specilic addresses and

related status words that allow their operational mode to be changed by a computer.
The filth card (actually two cards in most cases) is the P700'1 Memory. The memory

usually consists of 4096 10-bit words, but smaller memories are available. This
discussion assumes thal your DPO is equipped with the 4K memory. lf you have a
smaller memory. refer to the OPO Operator's Manual for strapping information.

P7001 Memory

The P7001 i,4emory is organized in several sections, providing storage lor lour
wavelorms, related scale factors, and messages. Fig-4-1 is a "map" of the memory,with
the starting and ending address oI each section given in octal.

Waveforms A lhrough D are stored in consecutive memory locations in 512-word
blocks. ln addition, each waveform has four "fields" associated with it.

WAVEFORM A

WAVEFORI\4 B

M EMORY
WAVE FORIV] C

WAVEFORM D

Field 0
(Scale Factorsl

a1t7 4200 

- 
!317 4a0o 

- 
a5t7 t50o .+ 47t7 Artt

Field'l
(t4essages)

5317 5400 

- 

5517 5600
Field 2
(Messages)

6000 

- 

5117 6200 

- 

6317 6400 

- 

5517 5600

Field 3
(l\,4es!ages)

7@O 

- 
't1? 

72m 

- 

73t7 1 1f1t

B D

A B C D

B C D

B c D

@

Fig.4-'1. Memory map

4-1
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Fields. The tield areas oI memory are used to store-scale factor information from
the plug-ins (Field 0 only) and computer generated messaqes relevant to each

waveform. The Beadout lnlerlace circuit card in the P70O'1 has access to all field
locations in memory. L4essages stored in the tields are converled from ASC ll to analog
row and column currents, similar to that generated by the Plug-ins. These currents are

then converted to an analog drive signal for the CRT by the Acquisition Unit Fleadout

Board and displayed on the DPO screen.

The display is limited to 80 characters, 40 across the top of the screen, and 40

across the bottom. The 80 character limit results in some extra memory. For example,

notice on the memory map that Field 1 includes 512 addresses. An 8o-character
message for each of the four waveforms requires only 320 memory locations. The extra
locations form so-character "blocks" between displayable fields. These memory

locations are available lor use by the computer, but the inlormation in them cannot be

displayed on the CBT.

lvlore information concerning message display and storage is given in the

Beadout lnterlace discussion in this section.

Storing Data. The P700'l [,4emory is directly accessible for both reading and

writing. No status setting or reading is necessary. Once the desired memory address is

sent to the DPO, a Read or Wrile Data operation transfers information from or to that
address. The format ol the memory data is shown in Fig.4-2.

EEEE E E

Fig.4-2. Memory Dala Word lormat

The P7001 uses a 16-bit data bus. The memory data word includes 10 of those bits.

shifted left 5 bits. The data word is used to store either vertical (Y) waveform information
(data points) or alphanumeric information lor scale factors or messages. The range oI
the vertical data points is lrom 0 through 1023, with the LSB in bit 5 of the data word.

ASC ll intormation is in the low-order 7 bits oI the same data word. ln both cases the LSB

must be in bit 5 of the data word.

4-2 @
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Selting lhe P7001 Status

The P7001 front-panel pushbutton operations - selecting disptay sources.
storing wavelorms, sending wavelorms. etc. - all have the elfect of setting the status of
one or more oI the P7001 circuit cards. These manual operations (and some additional
ones) can be perlormed under program control.

There are lour P7001 circuit cards that can have their status sel. They are

1. Analog-to-Diqital Converter.

2. Beadout lnterface.

3. Display Generator.

4. Front Panel.

To set the status oI a particular card, the DpO is first addressed through the
Computer/CP Bus lnterlace. Then the pTOOi Card address is then toaded into the
DPO/CP Bus lnterface Address Register. The Status Word is then sent to the Addressed
Card. The Addressed Card responds to the status word, when received, by chang ing its
operational mode and acknowledEing lhe exchange on the bus.

Fig. 4-3 is a map of the device addressed (in octal) in the p7001 processor. Notice
that a range of addresses is available for every device. This range is located above the 4K
memory addresses. The area in between is available for future use. Although the circu it
cards will respond to any address within their range, it is recommended that the lowest
address be used.

PANEL

D ISPLAY
GENE RATOR

FEADOUT
INTE R FACE

A/D
CONVEBTER

DISPLAY GENERATOA. X-Y MODE, X OATA

loooo -- r6t zt ._ r53r? 15a00 _ 15577 15500 + 16777

@

Fig.4-3. Oevice address map

4-3
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OPO lnterlace ConcePls

Stalus Word Formats

Analog-to-Digital Converler, The analog-to-d igital converter converts the analog

signals from the plug-ins to digital information. The digitized waveforms are stored in

one or more of the four memory locations (A, B, C, or O) as determined by the A-D

Converter status word. Fig. 4-4 illustrates the format of the A-D Converter status word,

and lists the bit combinations required.

oEVrc E AODRESS 164OO8 16577A

Fig. 4-4. Analog-to-Digilal Converter Stalus Word.

The MODE bits ol the A-D Converter status word determine whether or not the

converted samples are stored in memory. Turning only bit 7 on initiates the STORE

operation. with storage occurring in the memory array(s) specified by the wAVEFORM

bits. The WAVEFOFiI\.4 bits are not mutually exclusive. allowing any combination of

wavelorm locations to be selected. lf a single wavelorm is to be stored in more than one

memory array however, the destination array is restricled to A and B if the input is from

the left vertical plug-in. or to C and D if the input is lrom the right vertical plug-in. Storing

multiple wavelorms requires some additional precautions. For more information' reter

to the DPO Operatois manual (O7O-'1599-OO). Turning bits 7 and 8 off returns the A-D

Converter to the HOLD mode, stopping the STORE operation The SEND and RECEIVE

bit combinations are decoded as HOLD. They have no other eltect on the A-D

Converter.

The A-D Converter through the Sample & Hold card simultaneously samples the

horizontal sweep ramp and the vertical input signal. The horizontal sample determines

the memory address. while lhe vertical sample determines the value to be stored The

dynam ic range of the sampling circuitry exceeds the 5'12 horizontal addresses and lhe

1024 vertical values that can be produced by the A-D Converter. Any wavetorm values

that exceed the limits of the A-D Converter are converted as end point values (see Fig. 4-

5).Forexample,anyverticaldatavaluesgreaterthan'l023areconvertedtoal023value.
The horizontal end points are subiect to the same compression. ln summary, the end

points ol the converted waveforms may not correspond to the end points of the sampled

waveforms, and should be considered invalid. Sottware can easily extrapolate the

4-4 @
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horizontal end points during processing. lf vertical compression occurs, the vertical
sensitivity of the plug-in producing the signal shoutd be reduced, or the positioning
corrected. Remember that the vertical 0 point occurs one division below the bottom
graticule line. The 1023 point occurs one division above the top graticule Iine.

ANY SAMPLEO POINT TO THE LEFT OF O
WILL AE PUT IN ADDRESS O. ANY POINT
TO THE RIGHT OF 511 WILL BE PUT IN
ADDBESS 511

caT
vrEw
AREA

ANY SAMPLED POINT AAOVE
102 3WtLL BE STOnED AS 1023

CRT
vtEw
ANEA

DOTTEO
LINE
SHOWS
Lt tTS OF
A D RANGE

ANY SAUPLEO POINT AELOW
O WILL BE STOfiEO AS O.

Fig.4-5. End point value conversion

The A-D Converter through the Sample & Hold card asynchronously samples the
horizontal and verticaldata every 6.5 microseconds/d ivision. With this sampling rate, all
memory locations can be filled in a single sweep at sweep speeds slower than 0.5
m illisecond/div. Single sweeps al faster sweep speeds will not fill all memory locations,
and the resolution of the slored waveform may be reduced.

Repetitive waveforms need not f ill all memory locations in one sweep. Successive
sweeps fill any missing locations until the memory is full. The memory is lhen
repeatedly updated during each sweep until the storing operalion is stopped.

@ 4-5
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As the sweep speed increases, however, the number ot samples taken per sweep

is reduced. ll takes more sweeps to lill the memory, and more time, too. lf the repetition

rate of the signal is low, the time required is increased even more. The time required to

lill the memory at a given sweep speed and signal repetition rate is given in Fig.4-6.

Soltware shou ld detect the sweep speed and determine an appropriate STORE interval

whenever initiating a STORE operation.

Fig.4-6. Time required to digilize 512 data points.
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Readout lnterrace, The Readout lnterface converts analog scale-lactor informa-

tion f rom the plug-ins to ASCII lormat lor storage in the P7001 i/emory. lt also performs

the opposite function, providing a CRT display of stored scale factors or messages. The

Readout lnterface does not generate lhe actualdisplayed signal. lt converts the ASCII

data to row and column currents that are identical to those generated by the plug-in.

These currents are sent to the Readout board in the DPO Acquisition unit. This board

generates the analog signal for display oI lhe readout characters.

Each waveform memory location has associated with it four fields, each

containing storage for up to 80 characters. Field 0 contains the scale-factor readout
from each plug-in, stored automatically when waveform storage occurs.

The remaining three tields are used for computer-generated messages. The

messages are stored by add ressing the desired lield and waveform locations (see Fig. 4-

1 ), and then writing ASCII data into the addressed locations. The ASC ll data is set in the

lower seven bits (Bits 5 '11) ot the P7001 lvlemory DataWord (see Fig.4-2).Thestored
message can be selected for display by writing a status word to the Beadout lnterface.

The format ol the status word is shown in Fig. 4-7.

EEEEEEEEEE

DEVTCE ADDnESS 162OO8 16377 
A

Fig.4-7. Readout lnlerface Slatus Word

The FIELD bits determine which message f ield is to be displayed. The displayed
lield will be the one associated with the waveform selected by the WAVEFOR[, bits. lf
more than one waveform is selected, the Readout lnterface automatically selects the

message f ield alphabetically nearest A. The front panel DISPLAY SOU RCE switch must

be set to BOTH or MEIVIORY and the Readout lnterface Card's status set to HOLD

before the Readout lnterface will display messages.

The NIODE bits determine whether the Feadout lnterface is to store converted

scale-factor information, or read memory and display its contents. When in STORE

mode, the lnterface stores scale-factor data from the plug-ins for the waveform selected

with the WAVEFORN/ bits. Field 0 is automatically selected. The characters displayed
on the CRT during STORE come from the Plug-ins. When in HOLD, SEND, or BECEIVE

mode, the Readout lnterlace scans the tield indicated by the FIELD and WAVEFORI\,4

bits, displaying the information it finds there.

@ 4-7
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Display Generator. The Display Generator .functions as a Digital-to-Analog
Converter, providing drive signals to the CRT from digital intormalion stored in the

wavelorm portions of memory. Alternately, the computer can supply information to the

Display Generator on a real-lime basis, resulting in a refreshed display. Since

information stored in memory is d isplayed in a Y-T mode, multivalued functions cannot
be displayed (one memory location can't hold more than a single value). The computer-
refreshed information is not stored in memory, however. ln this X-Y mode, each point is
plotted on the DPO screen as soon as its coordinates are received, allowing a refreshed

display of spirals. circles. etc.

ETilEEEE EE

DEVICE ADOBESS 16O00 8 161779

Fig,4-8. Display Generalor Slalus Word Formal

The DISPLAY GENEBATOB MODE 6its select the x-Y or Y-T mode, as just

discussed. Remember that the D isplay Generator must be set to lhe Y-T mode to d isplay

waveforms stored in memory. The wavelorm to be displayed is selected by the

WAVEFORI\,1 bits. ln the Y-T mode, any combination of waveforms may be displayed
simultaneously. Note that the Display Generator may be set to display one wavelorm
while another is being stored by the A-D Converter. Multiple operations such as this
olten save lime and result in a more meaningtul display for the DPO operator.

The N4ODE bits determine the operating sequence of the Display Generator.

Although ,our bit patterns are ind icated. only tr,yo distinct states are recogn ized: HOLD,

and STORE. The SEND and RECEIVE bit patterns are decoded as HOLD. HOLO mode

resu lts in a normal display ol the waveform (s) selected by the wAVEFoRM bits. sToRE
mode causes the D isplay Generator to clear the selected memory Iocation (s) and begin

to display new information placed there by the A-D Converter. This operation amounts

to a Clear and Hold sequence.

4-8 @

The Y-T or X-Y mode is selected by writing a status word to the D isplay Generator.

The Display Generator status word format is shown in Fig. 4-8.
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Approximately 40 milliseconds are required for the Oisplay Generator to perform
the clearing operation and return to the HOLD mode. Any inlormation placed in
memory by the A-D Converter or the computer during this time may be lost. A
convenient solution is to not use the Display Generator in the STOHE mode. Writing
new information directly into the selected waveform memory location results in an over-
write of the old data, eftectively performing the clear operation without concern Ior the
40-millisecond delay.

When the Display Generator is operating in the X-Y mode, the X and Y coordinates
must be provided by the computer. To make the transfer as simple as possible, the
horizontal data word is contained in a special Display Generator X-Y mode add ress. The
format of the address is shown in Fig. 4-9.

12 11 10 I 8 7 6 4 3 2 1 0

HORIZONTAL DATA
o 777t

Sending the desired X-Y mode address to the Display cenerator also prepares it
to accept vertical data. The vertical data is simply written to that address The vertical
data word format is shown in Fig. 4-10. A minimu m delay of 8 microseconds is requ ired
between X-Y coordinate pairs, to allow the points to be plotted.

Notice in Fig. 4-10 that you can also control the intensity of the electron beam as it
plots the data. The Display Generator automatically plots a vector between successive
points. The brightness of lhe vector can be changed from DARK (no display) to DlM,
NORMAL, or BFIIGHT by appropriately setting the INTENSITY bits. This intensity
control is a tremendous advantage when displaying complex Iunctions in the X-y mode.

@

Fig.4-10. X-Y Vertical Data Word Formal.

4-9

Fig.4-9. X-Y Mode Address Format.

I;I,;FT;IE]

ALWAYS 17i
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Fronl Panel. The Front Panel perlorms a dual Iunction. First, it controls the P7001

Processor functions when certain buttons are pressed. Lights behind most pushbuttons

indicate the cu rrent status of the Front Panelcircuitry. The lights can be operated under
program control.

Second, the P7001 generates interrupt signals to allow the computer to respond to
pushbutton requests from the Front Panel. When an interrupt is received, the computer
reads the Front Panel status word to determine the interrupt source. The computer
interrupt handler then initiates the appropriate action.

Some portions of the Front Panel status word are readlwrite, some write only. The
,ormat ot the Front Panel status word is shown in Fig. 4-11.

oEVtcE aDDBESS 15600 8 15777A

Fig.4-'tl. Front Panel Status Word Formal

The DISPLAY SOURCE bits control the source of signal 10 the CRT. Writing the

desired bit combination into the Front Panel status register switches the display source

and lights the corresponding pushbutton on the P700'1. Pressing the Display Source
pushbuttons does not cause interrupts to occur, and the status of the lighls cannot be

read from the Front Panel status word.

The PROGRAM CALL bits can be read only after one of the Program Call buttons
has been pressed. causing an interrupt. The binary code that becomes available after
the interrupt indicates which button was pressed. The information is usually used to

4-10 @
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begin the execution ol a specilic program in the computer. ln this way, as many as

filteen diflerent waveform processing programs can be executed by the DPO operator
with the press ol a button.

Writing a "'1" into any of the PROGRAM CALL bits ol the status word causes

button 16 to light. This light is commonly used to inform the DPO operaior that the
computer is busy. Writing zeroes into all bits turns ofl the light.

The [,4ODE bits control only the lights under the Data Handling pushbuttons

Writing the desired bit combination into the status register turns on the selected light
The MODE bits are write-only, and one of the lights will always be on.

Pressing a Data Hand ling pushbutton does not cause an interrupt, but it does set a

Ilipjlop that allows the STAFIT button to cause one when pressed. lf an interrupt is
generated this way (i.e., by pressing SEND, or RECEIVE, or STORE, and then STAFIT),

any one of the DATA HANDLING or WAVEFOR[.4 buttons will generate another
interrupt when pressed, changing the mode to HOLD.

ll a l\,4emory Location button is pressed o'r the Front Panel, an interrupt is

generated, but no action need be taken by the computer if the IV]ODE bits of the Front

Pane I status word ind icate the HOLD mode. The Front Panel logic is constructed so that
if HOLD and any other Data Handling buttons are lighted, the Front Panel status word

indicates only the HOLD pattern. lf SEND (for example) and HOLD are both on, and

START is pressed, HOLD is cleared. The Front Panel status word now indicates the

SEND operation, and the interrupt handler can transler to a routine that reads the

waveform data indicated by the WAVEFORI,4 bits, transferring it to the computer.

The SINGLE SWEEP BESET bit affects the sweep circuits of the horizontal time-
base plug-in. lf the p lug-in is set to Single Sweep mode, the sweep can be reset (armed)

by writing a "1" into the status register. A flag should be set in the computer whenever
the sweep is armed this way. After the sweep is triggered and has completed its sweep,

the SINGLE SWEEP RESET bit is cleared f rom the status register and an interrupt is

generated. When the interrupt handler interrogates the Front Panel status word, the bit
will be off, and the rlag set, indicating that sweep completion caused the interrupt.

The BUS ERROR bit is read only. lt is set by the P7001 whenever an addressed
circuit fails to complete its operation in approximately 3.5 microseconds. An interrupt is

generated when the bit is set. A bus error can be caused by a circuit mallunction, or by
the absence of an addressed caro

4-11

The WAVEFOR N/ bits control the lights under the Memory Location pushbuttons.
Any combination of lights may be turned on by combining the individual bit patterns.

Writing "0 into all bit positions extinguishes all of the lights.

@
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Section 5

THE DPO UNDER PROGRAM
CONTROL

Any operation that can be done from the Front panel of the DpO can be done by
computer. Storing wavelorms, sending and receiving waveforms to and from the
compuler, and any processing desired can be carried out by pressing a button to start
the computer program.

This section presents methods ol acquiring repetitive and single sweep
waveforms, zero references, and wavelorm translers to and from the computer.
Generalized ilowcharts ol the procedures are offered for ease in understanding the
sleps necessary lor diflerent operations. The programmer, however, is by no means
limited to these procedures.

A good understand ing of setting and reading the DpO status words (see Appendix
A) is necessary for efficient DPo/computer communication. ln these examples,
communications through interfaces are not shown. lt is assumed that routines to handle
inlertace communications will precede any transfers between the computer and the
DPO address and Data registers. The computer operation also must be understood for
eff icient program design.

Selting Up the Envlronment

Belore any oI these status words can be put to use, an operating environment
must exist inside the computer to handle the dilferent Iunctions assigned to the Front
Panel pushbuttons.

Each wavelorm requires several words and buffers to hold the necessary
information. Listed below are suggested labels for these values, and an explanation of
what they will contain.

ARRAYA A 512-word buffer to hold the wavetorm

ZEROA Word to hold the Zero Fleference Value of the array

VEFITA: or VA: Word to hold the verticat scale lactor of the array (i.e..

Volts per division ).

HOBZA or HA: Word lo hold lhe horizontat scate factor (i.e., Time per
division).

@ 5.1
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VA$ Ten-byte bulferto hold vertical units (i.e., V for Volts, A for
Amps, etc.).

HAS Ten-byte bufter to hold horizontal units (i.e., S for

seconds, H lor hours, etc.).

These labels will be used in the following flowcharts to reJerence P7001 array A.

When relerencing other arrays, B ,or example, the labels will be ARBAYB, ZEROB, VB$,

etc.

Also. labels will be used to reler to the dilferent DPO status words. These labels

(with corresponding address in octal) are:

AD -16400. address of the Analog-to-D ig ita I status word

RO :16200, address oI the Readout lnterlace status word

DG -16000, address of the Display Generator status word

FP -15600. address of the Front Panel status word

Another nomenclature used in these flowcharts relers to addressing and reading

data from the DPO. These are:

xx - DPO To move the address xx (FP, DG, etc. or memoryaddress)

to the DPO Address Register.

DATA - xx Read Data and place the results in location xx

When inf ormation is sent to a subroutine, the labels ARG'1, ARG2, etc. are used

Dala Handling Buttons

None of the Oata Handling buttons (STORE, HOLD, SEND, and RECEIVE)cause

interrupts to the computer by themselves. However, when START is pressed, an

interrupl is qenerated, and the software can examine the Mode bits in the Front Panel

status word and determine what action is to be taken. Alter START has been pressed,

pressing any of the DATA HANDLING or WAVEFOFIi/ LOCATION buttons will be the

same as pressing HOLD.

Let's go through the steps necessary Ior the computer to recognize a Front Panel

lnterrupt. Assume that the lnterrupt Enable circuitry in interfaces is not set to enable

interrupts. The computer can be processing a toreground program. be interrupted to

exam ine the Front Panel, determine if any action is to be taken. and then either perrorm

the desired operation, or continue with the foregrou nd program, depending on priority.

The Iollowing flow chart is a generalized routine to handle interrupts from the

DPO. lt is assumed that the coding to determine what particular instrumenl caused the

interrupt has preceded the interrupt handler.

5-2 @
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rt - ar?o
OATA - fFt'AT

GOTOWATTTt{ZEAO
BEF

GROUT{O
rLAG SET

GO TO CALL
AUTTON HAI|OIEF

PBOGAAM CALL
BUTTON

GO TO AUS ENROB
BOUTINE

BUS ESROB

SS FLAG SET

GO rO S[{GLE
SWEEP ROUTINE

SINGLE SIVEEP
COMPLETE

HOLO LIGHT ON SIOFE FLAG ON

FETURN FFOM
INTEBRUPTRECEIVE

LIGHT OI{

GO TO FECEIVE
BOUTINE

SEND LIGHi O

GO TO SE|{O
EOUTINE

GO TO STORE
BOUTIIIE

DPO lnterlace Concepts

Enter the lnterrupt Handler

Put Front Panel Status into FPSTAT

Test GROUND FLAG. lf set, go to instruction after
WAIT in Zero Reference Routine.

lf any Program Call bits are set, branch to Special

Handler Routine.

lf Single Sweep bit off and Flag is set, go to single
sweep routine.

lf HOLD light is on, and STORE FLAG set. then
this is completion of a STOBE operation. lf STORE
FLAGisnot set, then lnterrupt was a lvlemory
location change, so ignore.

lf RECEIVE or SEND lights are on, then branch
to appropriate routine.

@

lf nothing else, must be a STORE operation

5-3

lf Bus Error bit is set, print DPO Timeout message.
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Storing Wavelorms

The Store routine must determine il the operation is the start or end of the STORE

sequence. (The sequence is STORE - wavelorm location(s) - START - HOLD.) ll it is
the start. lhen all it need do is set a llag and return from the interrupt. When HOLD is
pressed, stopping the STORE operation, an interrupt is again generated. The inlerrupt
handling routine checks if the store llag has been set, and if so, goes to the Store

routine.

Zero Reference. At this time, the Store routine should request a zero reference

from the DPO operator. (Th is step may be deleted if desired, or used on ly if another llag

has been set previously, possibly by a Program Call button. Th is allows use of previous

zero relerences with the new waveform.)

The request for a zero reference may be done (as in th is example) by d isplaying a

message on the DPO CRT, or sending a message to the computer terminal.

The message is sent in ASCII to Field'1 of the selected Memory Location.
(Sending to Field 1 will not destroy scale factor inlormalion in Field 0 of the waveform.)

The Readout lnterface is then selected to display that message.

After the message has been displayed, the routine should wait for the operator to
ground the probe and signal the computer to read several samples of the A-D output.
These samples can then be averaged, and a ground reference established. Our sample

routine will accept a ground reference input only if Program Call button 14 has been

pushed. lt ignores all other interrupts.

Since the wavelorm slill resides in the P7001 Processor Memory. scale factors can

be ignored for now.

ln the llowchart example, the Memory Location bits are lested sequentially. Those

found to be on represent a newly acquired signal. The ZROREF routine displays the
"grou nd probe" message, waits for button 14 to be pressed, acqu ires 32 samples oI the

A-D output, and stores the average in the location pointed to by ARG1.

ABG2 points at the DPO l/emory Location at which the message is to start (the
lirst word ol Field 1 lor the selected wavelorm). ll. in your particular operation, any field
other than Field 0 is unused. it would be possible to put ground reference messages in
the field at program load time, and then just display that field when needed.

ARG3 is used to address the proper field for message display

The Front Panelstatus is saved in a location labeled FPSTAT. and ihisword is then

used when testing the Memory Location bits. This ensures that any bit which was on

when HOLD was pressed (to stop the store operation) will not be lost if the Front Panel

status is changed later by pressing other buttons.

5-4 @
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ll STORE light is on, then STABT has been pressed, so set
llag and return.

ll lighl is off, HOLD has been pressed. Clear flag and read

the Front Panel. Save copy of FP in FPSTAT for later

testang.

ENTEF STOSE
NOUTINE

sEr
STORE fLAG

IS STOFE

LIGHT ON

INTENAUPT
CLEAR STOFE FLAG

OATA . FPSTAT

,ZENOA.ABGl 3s000-ARG2 420910 -AFG3 CALI ZROREFLIGHT ON IN
FPSTAT

ARGl is address ot Zero Reference Variable

SZEROB.ARGl 45200-ARG2 420020 -ARG3 CALL ZBOREFIS B LIGHT ON?

AFIG2 is address of Field 1 of Setected Waveform

,ZEROC-AFG' |29040-ARG3 CALL ZROREFIS C LIGHT ON?

AFIG3 is the bit pattern to cause the Fleadout lntertace to
display Field 1 ol selected waveform.

IZEROO-AFG1 35600.AnG2 !20109 -ARG3IS O LIGHT ON?

BETURN FNOM
INTERFUPI

@ 5-5

CALL ZFOFEF
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ao0REssAr
afc2- oPo

r CHABACTEN OF
MESSAGE . OATA

INCREMENT
AODNESS AI AR62

DPO lnterlace Concepts

Move address of Field 1 of selected wavelorm to DPO

address register.

Send lirst characler of i/'lessage to address in DPO

Address register.

lncrement the address

Address greater than address of end of Message? No,

move next character.

Address the Beadout lnterface board

Display Field'1 of selected wavelorm

Set flag so lnterrupt Handler can branch here next

interrupt.

Beturn f rom the interrupt

EllD
MESSAGE,z

@

RO - OPO

ARG3 - DATA

SET GROUND FLAG

RETUFN

5-6

Enter the Zero Reference Boutine.

AT ABG2
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BETURN
BUTTON

CLEAB GFOUND
FLAG

AD . OPO

,32. - COUNT

CLEAB (AFG1)

aoo
DATA. {ANG1)

OECBEMENT
COUNT

COUNT O

sHtFT (ARGt) StcHT
5IIMES

RETUBN FROM
INTENFUPT

DPO lnterlace Concepls

Here is where lnterrupt handler branches if GROUNO
FLAG has been set. See it button 14 was pressed
(FP-DPO. test bits 12-9 of DATA).

Clear the GBOUND FLAG

Address the DPO Address register

Prepare to COUNT 32 times

Clear the location pointed to by ABG't

Add the current value of the A-D oulput.

Count it

All done? lf not, do again.

Divide sum by 32 for average

Retu rn from the interrupt.

@ 5-7
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Program Conlrolled Storage

The preceding store routine was used only to ask the operator lo ground the probe

so a proper zero relerence could be obtained. The actual storage operation was done

automatically by the P7001 Processor when the START button was pressed.

However, it is possib le for the en tire operation (except the g round ing of the p robe)

to be initiated by the computer itself (a buttonless procedure).

The programming sequence to store a wavelorm into lvlemory Location A would

be as follows:

1. Set the A-D Converter status to STORE. A

2. Set the Readoul Stalus to STORE, Field 0, A

4. lnitiate a timing loop to keep the STOR E operation on long enough to ensu re all

data points in the array have been f illed. Fig. 4-6 is a graph of sweep speed versus time to

store a waveform. (You can get the horizontal scale factor from an array first and create

a timing loop for optimum storage through computation, if desirable.)

5. When the sToBE operation is complele, reset the A-D and Readout status

words to HOLD (also the Display Generator and Front Panel, if used).

Storing Single Sweeps By Computer Conlrol

To capture single sweeps with the DPO under compuler control, the following

steps must be perlormed before lhe event:

1. The DPO time base plug-in must be set to SINGLE SWEEP

2. The A-D Converter and Display Generator status word must be in the STOBE

mode, and the Memory Location bits set to indicate which array to store into.

3. The Readout lnterlace status must be in the STOFIE mode, the correct Field set

(usually Field 0). and the ptoper array indicated in the l\.4emory Location bits.

4. Bit 1 ol the Front Panel status word must be turned on. (This is the same as

pressing SWEEP BEADY on the time base.)

5-8 @

3. lfdesired,theDisplayGeneratorandFrontPanel Status can be set to STORE'

A so the DPO operator can see the operation take place.

6. lf desired, a message may be senl to the DPO operator to request a ground

signal for a zero reference.
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Step 2 clears the array that will contain the waveform and step3willstore readout
information. Step 4 arms the single sweep. After the trigger occurs and the sweep is
complete, the P7001 Processor turns otf bit 1 of the Front panel slatus word and
interrupts to the computer. The interrupt handler must determine if the interrupt was
caused by the bit being turned ott. Th is can be accomplished by setting a flag during set
up. lf the flag is set, and the Single Sweep Reset bit is oIf. lhen it can be assu med that the
interrupt did indeed result lrom a sweep complete.

Sending Wayelorms To The Computer

After a storing sequence is complete. the DpO operator (or computer program)
may want to SEND the array to the computer tor processing. This is done by the
pushbutton sequence SEND - waveform button - START. The computer can
automatically reset the Front Panel to the HOLD mode after the transfer is complete.

The SEND routine must determine which of the Memory Location buttons has
been pressed, send the specified P700'l arrays to matching computer arrays, and find
the appropriate scale-factors for the wavelorm.

When the SEND button is pressed, an interrupt is not generaled. HOLD is sti
illuminated. When a Memory Location button is pressed, an interrupt is sent to the
computer. The interrupt handling routine must check to see what the status ol the Front
Panel is to determine the cause of the interrupt. The possibilities are a bus error, a sing le
sweep complete, program call buflon, or slalus change. ln th is example, the interrupt is
a status change, but no action need be taken. (The computer cannol ,,see,, the SEND
button, since HOLD is still on.)

Now, when START is pressed, the HOLD Iight goes out. and the interrupt handler
can see that the SEND operation has been requested. The l.,lemory Location bits are
examined, and depending on which bits are on, the correct DpO address can be
generated and the transler can start.

@ 5-9

The transfer operation simply moves a block o, words from the DpO to the
computer (512 words Ior a DPO array, 20 tor scale-factors, both horizontal and vertical).
The address of the DPO word to be moved is sent to the DpO Add ress Reg ister, and that
word is read lrom the DPO Data Word. The to-bit data word f rom the DpO is tocated in
bits 5-14 of the Data Word, so the sending routine shoutd shift the Oata Word 5 bits to
the right to be compatible for compuler processing.
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ENTEF SENO
ROUTINE

FACTOB SEAFCH
OECOOE INTO VAIS'A'ON

PERFORM SCATE
FACTOB SEAFCH
DECOOE INTO VB,

VBI. HB, HBt
1000-AoRISBON

PERFOFM SCALE
FACTOF SEAFCII
oEcooE lNTo vc,

vcs. Hc, Hc3
2000- aoars -c'oN

PEFFORM SCAlE
FACTOR SEARCH
oEcoDE INTO VO.

VDS HD, HDS
3060-aD8ts o' oN

TUAN OFF MOOE-
BITS IN FPSTAT

FP - DPO

BETURN FROM
INTEBNUPT

The SEND routine determines which Memory Location

light is on, moves the appropriate array address to LOC,

the DPO array address to ADR, and calls XFER ThiS

routine translers the array to the computer. A scale lactor

search is then per{ormed and decodes this inlormation

into the selected locations. When all information has been

lransferred. the Mode bits are turned off and the Front

Panel status is reset.

@5-10

DPO lnterlace Concepts
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ENTEfl XFEF
ROUTINE

512.-X

AODR -OPO
DATA. (LOC)

INCREMENT LOC

INCFEMENT AOR

OECREMENT X

x=0

RETURN

OPO lnterlace Concepts

Enter the waveform transfer routine

Set counter to 512.

Put address to move into DPO Address Begister. Move

data word to location pointed to by LOC.

lncrement the receiving address

and the sendinq add ress.

Count the move.

512 words moved vet?

Fleturn to the calling routine

@ 5-11
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DPO lnterlace Concepts

Scale-Faclor Decoding

The 80 readout characters are divided into eight chan nels of 10 time slots each as

shown in Fig.5-1. Channels 0,1,4,and 5 hold vertical scale-laclor information, and

channels 2,3,6, and 7 contain the horizontal (time,/div) inlormation.

ln order to get the correct readout for a specilied wavelorm (i.e., if more than one

channel contains inlormation), a specilic search algorithm is used. The first channel
lound to contain readout information is the desired channel.

The search sequence ror vertical data is:

Waveform INPUT CHANNEL SEARCH ORDER

When getting horizontal readout, the search sequence is:

B

c
D

o. 4, 1,5
4. @, 5, 1

1,5,0,4
5, 1,4.0

Waveform INPUT

AorB
CorD

CHANNEL SEARCH OBDEB

' J, t, 2,0
2,6,3,7

A "Iind" is determined by a scale-lactor indicator in time slot '1 of the correct

channel Iollowed by non-blank characters. The scale-factor indicator produced by

analog plug-ins is a ":" in ASCll.

For example, to find the vertical scale lactor for waveform B, the lollowing search

sequence would be used:

Channel No Addresses to search

4

o

5
,1

4250 - 4261

4200 4211

4262 - 4273

4212 - 4211

When decoding scale-tactor information, the ,ollowing characters afler time slow
1 can be ignored:

Space, delete or null.

: (the scale factor indicator)

: (digital measurement indicator)

@5-12
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DPO lnterlace Concepts

Decimal point logic is used in digital plug-ins, and determines the position of the
decimal point in the channel. These characters may be placed by the computer al any
position within the channel. They are:

CHARACTER DECIIVAL POINT POSITION

placed after 3rd
placed after 4th
placed after 5th
placed after 6th
placed after 7th

A minus sign ( ) indicates that the numerical portion which follows is negative.

The following characters, il they occur, must appear in the order listed. Unless
otherwise indicated, each item may appear only once.

Uncal units !(appears as down-arrow on readout, means input is

inve rted)

>, <, or X (uncal indicators)

No more than two uncal units should appear, the Iirst
sig nilying thal the waveform is inverted, the second that it
is uncalibrated.

Number: 0 I (up to 10 digits may be present)

Exponent: F, p, n, A, m, K, l\,4, G, T, (pretix to units)

Only one prefix may occur

Any other characters

The contents of any time slots remaining after the above items have been found are
lreated as units.

Once the proper scale factor has been found and transferred to the computer, it is
necessary to decode the ASCII information to a computer-usable binary number. Also,
the "units" (i.e., V for volts, S for seconds, etc.) should be saved for future display.

Decimal

Decimal

Decimal

Decimal

Decimal

"non-delete"

"non-delete"
"non-delete"

"non-delete"
"non-delete"

character in channel

character in chan nel

character in channel

character in chan nel

character in channel

$
o/o

i

@ 5.13

Un its:

(
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DPO lnlerlace Concepls

REAOOUT INTERFACE
WORD CHAITNELS > 0

iti+ vEi'i
1

iierii'v-Erii
2-i n6iiz

CHANI{EL 1

PLUG IN REAOOUT +]
woRo posrtroNs I

I HORTZ
C|IANNEL 1

POSITtON

FIELO O

AOORESSES
.1000. 401r, 4412" 4423t 402!, 4035, 4036" 4047.

WAVEFORI\,4 A

FIELO O

AODNESSES

POStTtON

9!t!!!E! ?.
_---__5------

9lJ4!!!E!_?-
B HORI2

YvoRo PostTtoNs
WORD CHANI{ELS>

N€ADOUI ITTENFACE
i ---; -1 .q!iA!-ryE! -2-. .

-..--"1__-__

0000i 0777s

I

"t'q,
qld

,"t,i, ,i,

(A)

BEAOOUT INTEBFACE
WOFD CHANI{€LS > ,

aE-Fi iERi
i,

CHANNEL 1

2-a'nddi, 3
B HoFrZ

CHANNEI l

POStTtON

4224, 4235- 4236, 4241N
ADORESSES

I

t
I

1000s 1777s

ADOn€SSES 4274, 4305. 4306, 4317,

'''' i "" CXANNEL 2
B llONE

_ _q!Art!E! 2
_-_.1._-_-_.WORO CXANNELS>

READOUT INTERFACE

,,|,0

4,1.r.t"t, ,t"t,q,

5-14

t '-+-++-

l.FiilaFlGEFI4'F

lli

(B)

@

t.,t,t,"l ;rl;1,il;],

ffio

4212, 4221, I

--

L WAVEFOHM B

i+-++++

--+--l-r+
--]_-J-

Fig.5-1. Addresses of Wavelorm Readout Locations.
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DPO lnlerlace Concepls

READOUT INTERFACE
TYOFO CHAIiNELS >

PLUG IN NEAOOUT +
woRo PosrTroNs

-._..-.-1-_--- ] _._..!.-- 1 3
RIGXT VERT A HONlz S HORIZ
CHANTiEL T I CHANNEL' CHATII{ET T

POStTtON

FIELO O

ADORESSES

-J 

!40o, 4.

I I
LI
[*+ WAVEFORIV C

2000,-2777,

F--1--l-*+
t

a00nEssEs

POStftoN

--->,'
9rr4!,!t!F ! .? 9-n^r_ !!q!-?-

B HOR|Z I

wofio cEataNELs> I
nE^ooui tNtEnflcE _ ----- -___'

q! r!nc! ?
E -.--,r-_-_--,_l

,i.l,l,l,r, 'l,q l, ,1.t, ,t,,

,t" oqEE EI

(c)

n€lDoui rtilEnfAcE
wOtO CHltll{ELS >

PLUG tN REAOOUT +iwono posrtro s
tiiivaii- , , . . - . .1 . - . _ . . . 1

2

CHANiIEL 1cxaNNEr I i

B HOFIZ

POStltoN "t*: ,1,1.:'l'l,l,r+d , ,t-

-------------a. 4600. r6ri. a6t2, 4n23,
ADORESSES -l I

3000" 3777,

F|E!O 0
ADDRESSES ------{ oosri. 

"oo,

PLUG IN NEAOOUT -;
CHAIiNEI 2a"' . -cH-t.!tlE!-?

_---_5-__-.-

a sonrz I B Honlz j

CHANNEL2 I CHAI{I{EI 2 '.. s i 'iWOFO CHANNILS>
REAOOUT INTEAFACE

,lsl,l43l.r5lE1.l*o ' ,,t.t't":,

(o)

@ 5-15

I

t

;"*-- l----]--,1

WAVEFOqN,4 D

+
#

Fig.5-1 (coht). Addresses ol Wavetorm Readout Localaons.
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The P7001 Readout lnterlace Card has a strap option which willallow you to

store lhe ASC// code lor DELETE or uppercase "O" (underline). This will

allow those computersystems using lhe DELETE command for asignificant

operation to use the undetline lor P7001 Readout Storage. See the P7001

Readout lnte ace Setvice Manual (070-1609-00).

Scaling Wavelorms

With lhe wavelorm residing in the computer, processing can begin. One very

useful operation is converting the 1o-bit array value to a value represenling the lrue

amplitude of the waveform.

Consider the acquired waveform as shown in Fig.5-2

5A0N1v

<- 4V (614)

<-- GROUND (204)

1812-22

Fig. 5-2. Actual amplilude of signal in P700'l Memory

A ground reterence has been acquired, with a value ol decimal 204. This

represents 2 divisions up f rom the bottom of the array (the bottom line oI the g raticu le is

one division above the bottom ol lhe array). The vertical scale factor reads 1

volt/d ivision. With this inlormation, you can see that the wavelorm has an amplitude ol4
volts peak-to-peak. However, if the computer were to print out the values of the array,

they would be in the range of decimal 614, or the peak vertical amplitude of the P7001

a(ray.

5-1 6 @

DPO lnterlace Concepts

NOTE

.J DIV
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DPO lnterface Concepls

A simple formula can be used to convert the processor values to true amplitude

A, is the true amplitude where:

A, (true amplitude) = (A,-ZEROA).VERTA (tor i= 0, 1,2...511)
102.4

where ZEROA is the zero relerence value, and VERTA is the vertical scale factor. A, is

the waveform element.

Rescaling Wayelorms. Atler waveform processing is complete, and sometimes at
intermed iate stages of processing, it is olten desirable to send the waverorm back to the
DPO Ior display.

ll the wavelorm is scaled to true amplitude, it is necessary to ,,un-scale,, the
waveform to allow DPO display. This is simply the reverse of the scaling processes.
Also, it is possible to expand or contract the waveform vertically by changing the
VEBTA variable. The formula lor rescaling the waveform is;

A, ' -102.4

A, (DPO amplitude) - ZEROA (fori 0,'1.2,3...511)
VEHTA

Remember that as waveforms are sent back lo the DpO, each word ol the array
must be shifted 5 bits to the left before transmission to the DpO Data Register.

To present as much inlormation as possible at the display, a message indicating
the ground level should also be displayed. For easy interpretation, this value should be
presented in terms ot screen graticule lines. lI the center line is used to represent 0
division, lhe following lormula can be used to write the ground level on the screen:

Ground level ZEROA 102.4 - 5

When this formula is used, the ground reference in Fig. 5-2 would be -3divisions
lrom center screen.

@ 5-'17
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DPO lnlerlace Concepls

X-Y Oisplays on the DPO CRT

The DPO has the capability of displaying vectors plotted between sequential x-Y

coordinate pairs provided on a realtime basis by a computer. Vectors can be drawn

between points in any ol four intensity modes; dark, dim, normal, or bright.

To set the DPO to the X-Y mode of operation, the Display Generator must be

addressed and bit 13 ol the D isplay Generator Status word tu rned on. The MODE bits (7

and 8) should be set to HOLD.

Coordinates are senl as X and Y pairs, the X data going to the DPO Address

Reg ister, and the Y data (with intensity inlormation included) to the DPO Data Register.

Each data pair sent causes the DPO to draw a vector from the last position

selected to the new coordinate. Since the DPO CFIT is not a storage type, visibility of the

vector is dependent on the intensity selected and the computer's data refresh time.

X Data Format. When the X data is sent to the DPO, it is sent as a modilied address.

The lower 9 bits (0-8) contain the horizontal address (0-5'1 'l 
) of the data point. Th is is

added to octal address 17000 to create a DPO address. The X data word format is shown

in Fig.4-9.

The X data is presented to the DPO Address Register. The DPO interprets

information sent to locations 17000r to 17777 s as a horizontal beam position. Vectoring

does not occur, however, until the Y coordinate data has been sent.

Y Oata Format. The vertical coordinate data is sent to the DPO Data Begister. Bits

5-14 contain the vertical value (0-1023), and bits 3 and 4 control the beam intensity.

Fig.4-10 shows the lormat for the Y data word.

(o)5- 18

The following tlowchart shows a simple program for displaying 100 X-Y data pairs

with normal intensity on the DPO CRT. Buflers X and Y each contain 100 values,

corresponding to each X-Y coordinate pair.
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STANT

116000 - DPO
$209oo - DATA

,00. - couNT

(81) - rESr
aDo rr7000-TEST

TEST - DPO

{N2) . TEST SHIFT
TEST LEFT 5 TIMES

TUFN ON BIT 4IN
rEST

IEST - OATA

INC F1

INC R2

DEC COUNT

COUNT = 0

r00. - couNT

DPO lnterlace Concepts

Address Display Generator X-Y [\rode.

Establish a Cou nter

Set Flegisters 1 and 2 to point to beginning ol X and Y
buflers.

Get first X value.

Add in 17000 to create DPO Address.

SEND the X address to the DPO Address Register.

Put Y value into test.

Shift left 5 times.

Make intensity NORMAL

Send Y value to DPO DATA word

Point registers to next data pair.

Cou nt the vector.

lf last data pair sent, restore counter and pointers and start

over

@ 5.19
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APPENDIX A

asc['
(oCTAL)

CRT
DISPLAY

ASCIt'
(ocrAL)

CRT
DISPLAY

ASCII'
(ocTAL)

CRT
DISPLAY

ASC '
(ocrAL)

cnT
DISPLAY

040

041(C.

053

055

056

057

060

061

062

063

064

06s

066

SPACE

I

+

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

067

070

071

074

07s(r'

076

100(@)'

101

't 02

.t 03

104

105

106

7

I
9

o

A

B

c
o

E

F

't 07

110

't 11

112

113

114

115

116

117

120

121

122

123

G

H

J

K

L

M

N

o

P

o

R

S

124

125

126

127

130

131

132

143

144

155

156

160

16s(u)-

T

U

w

x

z

c

d

m

n

p

4K Memory Map.

(NOI PRESENTLY USED)

1ooo0

DEVICES
FRONT
PANEL

1 f77

DISPLAY
GENE RATOR

REAOOUT
INTERFACE

A/D
CONVE RTE B

16000 
-- 

18177 la2o0 

- 

16377 16400 .< 16517 16600 

- 

16777

1root)

I.

P7001 Memory word

1609 r l
'ASCll character ls dlllerent lrom dlsplayed character.

ASCII Codes lor CRT Characler Dlsplay.

Code tor Readlng Operational Commands (generaled by plug-ins)

.l ,to

Readout ASCII Data

@

WAVEFORM A
0000 ff1

WAVEFORM B

MEMORY r000 1Tt7

WAVEFORM C

2000 2f7T

3000

Field 0
(Scale Factors)

.ooo 

- 

a.t17 a20o 

- 

a317 4400 

- 

451? 4600 .+ 4rl7 1177

Field 1

(lVlessaqes)
5l,OO 

- 

511, 5200 

- 

5!17 5400 

- 

5517 5600 

- 

571, 5771

Field 2
(l\,4essages)

SOOO € 6117 6200 

- 

63!7 6400 

- 

6517 6600 

- 

6t1? 6f77

Field 3
(l\,4essages)

7517 17 7777

A B D

C D

A B C D

B

DPO lnterface Concepts

P7001 Statue Words

(a). FRONT PANEL STATUS wORD FORMAT.

(b). A/o coNvERTER STATUS WORD FORMAT.

liltr

..-."..."^,""."h/

(c). OISPLAY GENERATOR STATUS WORD FORMAT.

EE

(d). READOUT INTERFACE STATUS WORD FORMAT. 1603 27

(

(

ASCII

?3'# | "n*''

Notes

(Beler to 7704A Manual lor delalls)

044 $ Declmal placed atte. 3rd "non-DEL" character ln lhls channel.

045 Declmal placed alter 4th "non-DEL" character ln lhls chann€l

046 & Oeclmal placed alter 5lh "non-DEL" character ln thls channel.

047 Declmal placed aflej 6lh "non-DEL" character ln lhls channel

050 ( Oeclmol placed alter 7th "non-DEL" characler In lhi3 channel.

072 lndlcales a "Scale tactor" channel.z

073
lndlcales a "Dlolt8l" channel,'A "Diqll8l" type channel ls indlcaled if the first
lScll ctraractei In lhe channel is an, ot the lollowlng: l: / $o/oe{

077 2 Thls channel is not displayed (ignore).)

137

177 OEL Do nol leave a space; wait tor nexl chatacter or nexl channel

These ASCII characlers are nol dlsplayed on the CRT.
'ii.e-:; ana f lSctt characters are uiedbnly as the tirsl character in a channel' r609,r0

A-1 A-2 A-3

t!
mzIx

DPO lnlerlace Concepts DPO lnterlace Concepts

Devlce Address Map.

WAVEFORIV] D

C

C D

DISPLAY GENERATOR. X'Y MOOE. X DATA

Do not leave a space; walt for next charocter or next channel'
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asc['
(oCTAL)

CRT
DISPLAY

ASCIt'
(ocrAL)

CRT
DISPLAY

ASCII'
(ocTAL)

CRT
DISPLAY

ASC '
(ocrAL)

cnT
DISPLAY

040

041(C.

053

055

056

057

060

061

062

063

064

06s

066

SPACE

I

+

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

067

070

071

074

07s(r'

076
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101

't 02
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104

105

106

7

I
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B
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o

E

F
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't 11

112

113

114

115

116

117
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121

122

123

G

H

J

K

L

M

N

o

P

o

R

S

124

125

126

127

130

131

132

143

144

155

156

160

16s(u)-

T

U

w

x

z

c

d

m

n

p

4K Memory Map.

(NOI PRESENTLY USED)

1ooo0

DEVICES
FRONT
PANEL

1 f77

DISPLAY
GENE RATOR

REAOOUT
INTERFACE

A/D
CONVE RTE B

16000 
-- 

18177 la2o0 

- 

16377 16400 .< 16517 16600 

- 

16777

1root)

I.

P7001 Memory word

1609 r l
'ASCll character ls dlllerent lrom dlsplayed character.

ASCII Codes lor CRT Characler Dlsplay.

Code tor Readlng Operational Commands (generaled by plug-ins)

.l ,to

Readout ASCII Data

@

WAVEFORM A
0000 ff1

WAVEFORM B

MEMORY r000 1Tt7

WAVEFORM C

2000 2f7T

3000

Field 0
(Scale Factors)

.ooo 

- 

a.t17 a20o 

- 

a317 4400 

- 

451? 4600 .+ 4rl7 1177

Field 1

(lVlessaqes)
5l,OO 

- 

511, 5200 

- 

5!17 5400 

- 

5517 5600 

- 

571, 5771

Field 2
(l\,4essages)

SOOO € 6117 6200 

- 

63!7 6400 

- 

6517 6600 

- 

6t1? 6f77

Field 3
(l\,4essages)

7517 17 7777

A B D

C D

A B C D

B

DPO lnterface Concepts

P7001 Statue Words

(a). FRONT PANEL STATUS wORD FORMAT.

(b). A/o coNvERTER STATUS WORD FORMAT.

liltr

..-."..."^,""."h/

(c). OISPLAY GENERATOR STATUS WORD FORMAT.

EE

(d). READOUT INTERFACE STATUS WORD FORMAT. 1603 27

(

(

ASCII

?3'# | "n*''

Notes

(Beler to 7704A Manual lor delalls)

044 $ Declmal placed atte. 3rd "non-DEL" character ln lhls channel.

045 Declmal placed alter 4th "non-DEL" character ln lhls chann€l

046 & Oeclmal placed alter 5lh "non-DEL" character ln thls channel.

047 Declmal placed aflej 6lh "non-DEL" character ln lhls channel

050 ( Oeclmol placed alter 7th "non-DEL" characler In lhi3 channel.

072 lndlcales a "Scale tactor" channel.z

073
lndlcales a "Dlolt8l" channel,'A "Diqll8l" type channel ls indlcaled if the first
lScll ctraractei In lhe channel is an, ot the lollowlng: l: / $o/oe{

077 2 Thls channel is not displayed (ignore).)

137

177 OEL Do nol leave a space; wait tor nexl chatacter or nexl channel

These ASCII characlers are nol dlsplayed on the CRT.
'ii.e-:; ana f lSctt characters are uiedbnly as the tirsl character in a channel' r609,r0

A-1 A-2 A-3

t!
mzIx

DPO lnlerlace Concepts DPO lnterlace Concepts

Devlce Address Map.

WAVEFORIV] D

C

C D

DISPLAY GENERATOR. X'Y MOOE. X DATA

Do not leave a space; walt for next charocter or next channel'
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4K Memory Map.

(NOI PRESENTLY USED)

1ooo0

DEVICES
FRONT
PANEL

1 f77

DISPLAY
GENE RATOR

REAOOUT
INTERFACE

A/D
CONVE RTE B

16000 
-- 

18177 la2o0 

- 

16377 16400 .< 16517 16600 

- 

16777

1root)

I.

P7001 Memory word

1609 r l
'ASCll character ls dlllerent lrom dlsplayed character.

ASCII Codes lor CRT Characler Dlsplay.

Code tor Readlng Operational Commands (generaled by plug-ins)

.l ,to

Readout ASCII Data

@

WAVEFORM A
0000 ff1

WAVEFORM B

MEMORY r000 1Tt7

WAVEFORM C

2000 2f7T

3000

Field 0
(Scale Factors)

.ooo 

- 

a.t17 a20o 

- 

a317 4400 

- 

451? 4600 .+ 4rl7 1177

Field 1

(lVlessaqes)
5l,OO 

- 

511, 5200 

- 

5!17 5400 

- 

5517 5600 

- 

571, 5771

Field 2
(l\,4essages)

SOOO € 6117 6200 

- 

63!7 6400 

- 

6517 6600 

- 

6t1? 6f77

Field 3
(l\,4essages)

7517 17 7777

A B D

C D

A B C D

B

DPO lnterface Concepts

P7001 Statue Words

(a). FRONT PANEL STATUS wORD FORMAT.

(b). A/o coNvERTER STATUS WORD FORMAT.

liltr

..-."..."^,""."h/

(c). OISPLAY GENERATOR STATUS WORD FORMAT.

EE

(d). READOUT INTERFACE STATUS WORD FORMAT. 1603 27

(

(

ASCII

?3'# | "n*''

Notes

(Beler to 7704A Manual lor delalls)

044 $ Declmal placed atte. 3rd "non-DEL" character ln lhls channel.

045 Declmal placed alter 4th "non-DEL" character ln lhls chann€l

046 & Oeclmal placed alter 5lh "non-DEL" character ln thls channel.

047 Declmal placed aflej 6lh "non-DEL" character ln lhls channel

050 ( Oeclmol placed alter 7th "non-DEL" characler In lhi3 channel.

072 lndlcales a "Scale tactor" channel.z

073
lndlcales a "Dlolt8l" channel,'A "Diqll8l" type channel ls indlcaled if the first
lScll ctraractei In lhe channel is an, ot the lollowlng: l: / $o/oe{

077 2 Thls channel is not displayed (ignore).)

137

177 OEL Do nol leave a space; wait tor nexl chatacter or nexl channel

These ASCII characlers are nol dlsplayed on the CRT.
'ii.e-:; ana f lSctt characters are uiedbnly as the tirsl character in a channel' r609,r0

A-1 A-2 A-3

t!
mzIx

DPO lnlerlace Concepts DPO lnterlace Concepts

Devlce Address Map.

WAVEFORIV] D

C

C D

DISPLAY GENERATOR. X'Y MOOE. X DATA

Do not leave a space; walt for next charocter or next channel'
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APPENDIX B

TYPICAL COMPUTER/CP BUS INTERFACE

The lollowing describes a typical computer/CP Bus lnterface lor use with the

DPO,/CP Bus lnterlace. lt is not intended to be applicable to any one computer but to aid

in the design of an interface that will meet the requirements of interfacing a specific

computer to the DPO/CP Bus lnterface.

ln the lower right hand corner of the diagram is a typical data latch for one data bit
(bat 0 is shown). Sixleen of these data latches are required to transter data between the

DPO/CP Bus lntertace and the computer.

The signals shown on the pins of J02 are connected to the DPO/CP Bus lnterlace,

the remainder of the signals are connected to the computer or between the interlace

and the data latches. The signal ievels are TTL and positive logic.

The DPO/CP Bus lntertace will acknowledge the lact that it has latched the

address or the data on the CP Bus bit lines 0 through 12 into the DPO Address Reg ister

by asserting DFICV (Data Received) pin 21 of Jo2. DFieV is gated through U38 and f ires

monostablo, U39. The pulse width of U39 must be lairly long as it is going to be used to

clear several flip-flops. Since WRITE is still asserted both inputs to U48 are now high

and this generates the DONE signal. The DONE signal indicates to the computer that

the action is complete. The Q output of U39 is also gated through U50 and clears tlip-
flops U31, U29, U26, and U25.

DPO lnterlace Concepts

The computer acknowledges the receipt of the DON E signal by issu ing a ACTION
COMPLETE signal. This signal is gated through U44 and resets the DONE llip-tlop
consisting of U45 and U46. Also the output ot U44 resets U2O wh ich is the CBBZY flip-
llop. This completes the transfer of data to the DPO Address Register.

Sending Data to the OPO lrom lhe Compuler

Data is transrerred to the DPO Data Register in much the same way as the address

was transferred to the DPO Address Register except AOR is asserted in place of AAR;

STABT and WR ITE are both asserted. Since ADB is asserted the Q output ol U25 will be

high and the Q output of U26 will be low. The Q output of U25 and U29 are gated th rough

U27, generating 862 at pin 2g ol JO2. B-Z indicates a transfer of data to the DPO. The

remainder of the circuitry lunctions in the same manner as was previously described

when transferring the address to the DPO.

Sequence lor the Computer to Read Dala lrom lhe DPO

When data is to be read from the DPO, the computer interlace must go through

two bus cycles. The first bus cycle is very similar to the previously described bus cycle;

ADR, START, and READ are now asserled. Since WRITE is not asserted, U24 will not
clock U25 or U26 but U23 will preset U25 and U26 causing their Q outputs to be high.

The Q outputs of U25, U26, and U29 are gated th rough U27 and U28, asserting BO1- and

6O2, indicating that this is a read cycle. CBB-ZY and DSNT will be asserted in the
previously described manner.

When the DPO/CP Bus lnterface receives BQl , BQ2, and DSNT, it will respond by

sending DReV, which willf ire monostable U3g. Since WRITE is not asserted, DONE will
not be generated but the output oI U39 will be gated through U50 clearing U31, U29,

U26, and U25 (note that CBBZY is still asserted). Th is places the CPU interface in a state

to receive data from the DPO/CP Bus lnterface.

When the DPO/CP Bus lnterface has acquired the data Irom the DPO and placed it

on the CP Bus, it will assert DSNT-. 6SNT will be gated through U35 and U51 and
generate CLOCK DATA. CLOCK DATA goes to the Data Latch and is shown, in the

Typical Data Latch, clocking CEO (Common Bus bit O) f rom the DPO/CP Bus lnterlace

through U56 to the CPU. ln addition to asserting e-LocK DATA. DSN-T is gated th rough

U47 and sets the DONE Ilip{lop. When DONE is set, the computer will indicate that the

data has been accepted by asserting ACTION COMPLETE. ACTION COMPLETE will

be gated through U37 and assen DFeV to the DPO/oP Bus lnterface; also it is gated

through U44 and clears the DoNE flip{lop and C-EEZY ttipltop.

ln the previously described sequences, if there is more than one DPO on the line,

the CPU may put the device code of the addressed DPO on the line when CBBSY is

asserted. The device code will be gated through U 14, U'15, and U 16 and set BSI through
t 5J.

OPO lnterlace Concepts

lnterrupts

The DPO interrupts the CPU by asserting one of the CP Bus bits Cm through

dE7, if CBezY- is not asserted. The interrupting device will interrupt on the CP Bus line

that is the decimal representation of its device number, e.9., device number 5 will

interrupt on eEE. rne received interrupt is inverted through the Data Latch (U54 of

Typical Data Latch) and then goes through inverters U1-U8 to the inputs of U9, a

Priority Encoder, which encodes the binary representation of the interrupting device

and asserts BS 1 th rough E53. When any one or combination of the inputs to U9 are low,

pin 14 on the output will be low. This low is inverted through U13 and clocks U43. Since

eg-EZY is not asserted, the Q output ol U43 goes high and generates the signal

INTERRUPT to the CPU. Also the Q output of U43Iires the monostable U40, which will

issue the signal eF[i (Ctear lnterrupt) acknowledging the interrupt lrom the DPO, The

DPO will respond by releasing the CP Bus line (C-BO-C-E7).
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Sending lhe Address lo lhe DPO lrom lhe Compuler

First, the add ress ol the circuit card in the DPO or the DPO memory location must

be loaded into the Data Latches (see typical data latch) 0 th rough 12 by asserting the bit
pattern oI the desired address and a LOAD command from the CPU. Next, the following

lines must be asserted: AAH, DPO Address Registeri WRITE, to indicate the data is
going to the DPO; and START. Since AAH, START, and WRITE are asserted the Q
outputs o, flip-flops U20, U26, and U29 will be high. The high on the Q output of U20

generates CIBZY- lcommon Bus Busy) at pin 24 ot Jo2; the Q outputs of U26 and U29

are gated through U28 and generates Ei6'i , wh ich ind icates a transfer oI address to the

DPOi the Q output of U29 generates a LOAD DATA signal which goes to the Typical

Data Latch and gates the data onto the CP Bus (in the typical data latch shown, only
data bit 0 is shown and it is gated through U53). The Q output of U29 also lires
monostable U30, U31 is clocked on the trailing edge ol the pu lse from U30. The Q output

oI U3'1 goes high and is gated through U34, generating DSN-T lData Sentl at pin 28 of

JO2. The DSN-T signal ind icates that dala is valid on CP Bus bits O through 16. The pulse

width of U30 is sufficient to allow the data on the CP Bus to be sufficiently settled and

deskewed before the DSIi=i line is driven. The network consisting of U32, U33, the '180

ohm resistor and the 0.001 microlarad capacitors are to ensure that U35, which is the

receiver for the DENr line, will not be activated during the time either immediately

before or immediately after the DSNJT line is being driven.

Notice that a CLR (clear) signal, developed at the computer, is coupled through

U42 to pin 19 of J02. This signal, when asserted, sets the DPO to the idle state. lt is
recommended that this signal be available trom the lront panel of the computer and/ot a

programmable function within the computer software.
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APPENDIX B

TYPICAL COMPUTER/CP BUS INTERFACE

The lollowing describes a typical computer/CP Bus lnterface lor use with the

DPO,/CP Bus lnterlace. lt is not intended to be applicable to any one computer but to aid

in the design of an interface that will meet the requirements of interfacing a specific

computer to the DPO/CP Bus lnterface.

ln the lower right hand corner of the diagram is a typical data latch for one data bit
(bat 0 is shown). Sixleen of these data latches are required to transter data between the

DPO/CP Bus lntertace and the computer.

The signals shown on the pins of J02 are connected to the DPO/CP Bus lnterlace,

the remainder of the signals are connected to the computer or between the interlace

and the data latches. The signal ievels are TTL and positive logic.

The DPO/CP Bus lntertace will acknowledge the lact that it has latched the

address or the data on the CP Bus bit lines 0 through 12 into the DPO Address Reg ister

by asserting DFICV (Data Received) pin 21 of Jo2. DFieV is gated through U38 and f ires

monostablo, U39. The pulse width of U39 must be lairly long as it is going to be used to

clear several flip-flops. Since WRITE is still asserted both inputs to U48 are now high

and this generates the DONE signal. The DONE signal indicates to the computer that

the action is complete. The Q output of U39 is also gated through U50 and clears tlip-
flops U31, U29, U26, and U25.

DPO lnterlace Concepts

The computer acknowledges the receipt of the DON E signal by issu ing a ACTION
COMPLETE signal. This signal is gated through U44 and resets the DONE llip-tlop
consisting of U45 and U46. Also the output ot U44 resets U2O wh ich is the CBBZY flip-
llop. This completes the transfer of data to the DPO Address Register.

Sending Data to the OPO lrom lhe Compuler

Data is transrerred to the DPO Data Register in much the same way as the address

was transferred to the DPO Address Register except AOR is asserted in place of AAR;

STABT and WR ITE are both asserted. Since ADB is asserted the Q output ol U25 will be

high and the Q output of U26 will be low. The Q output of U25 and U29 are gated th rough

U27, generating 862 at pin 2g ol JO2. B-Z indicates a transfer of data to the DPO. The

remainder of the circuitry lunctions in the same manner as was previously described

when transferring the address to the DPO.

Sequence lor the Computer to Read Dala lrom lhe DPO

When data is to be read from the DPO, the computer interlace must go through

two bus cycles. The first bus cycle is very similar to the previously described bus cycle;

ADR, START, and READ are now asserled. Since WRITE is not asserted, U24 will not
clock U25 or U26 but U23 will preset U25 and U26 causing their Q outputs to be high.

The Q outputs of U25, U26, and U29 are gated th rough U27 and U28, asserting BO1- and

6O2, indicating that this is a read cycle. CBB-ZY and DSNT will be asserted in the
previously described manner.

When the DPO/CP Bus lnterface receives BQl , BQ2, and DSNT, it will respond by

sending DReV, which willf ire monostable U3g. Since WRITE is not asserted, DONE will
not be generated but the output oI U39 will be gated through U50 clearing U31, U29,

U26, and U25 (note that CBBZY is still asserted). Th is places the CPU interface in a state

to receive data from the DPO/CP Bus lnterface.

When the DPO/CP Bus lnterface has acquired the data Irom the DPO and placed it

on the CP Bus, it will assert DSNT-. 6SNT will be gated through U35 and U51 and
generate CLOCK DATA. CLOCK DATA goes to the Data Latch and is shown, in the

Typical Data Latch, clocking CEO (Common Bus bit O) f rom the DPO/CP Bus lnterlace

through U56 to the CPU. ln addition to asserting e-LocK DATA. DSN-T is gated th rough

U47 and sets the DONE Ilip{lop. When DONE is set, the computer will indicate that the

data has been accepted by asserting ACTION COMPLETE. ACTION COMPLETE will

be gated through U37 and assen DFeV to the DPO/oP Bus lnterface; also it is gated

through U44 and clears the DoNE flip{lop and C-EEZY ttipltop.

ln the previously described sequences, if there is more than one DPO on the line,

the CPU may put the device code of the addressed DPO on the line when CBBSY is

asserted. The device code will be gated through U 14, U'15, and U 16 and set BSI through
t 5J.

OPO lnterlace Concepts

lnterrupts

The DPO interrupts the CPU by asserting one of the CP Bus bits Cm through

dE7, if CBezY- is not asserted. The interrupting device will interrupt on the CP Bus line

that is the decimal representation of its device number, e.9., device number 5 will

interrupt on eEE. rne received interrupt is inverted through the Data Latch (U54 of

Typical Data Latch) and then goes through inverters U1-U8 to the inputs of U9, a

Priority Encoder, which encodes the binary representation of the interrupting device

and asserts BS 1 th rough E53. When any one or combination of the inputs to U9 are low,

pin 14 on the output will be low. This low is inverted through U13 and clocks U43. Since

eg-EZY is not asserted, the Q output ol U43 goes high and generates the signal

INTERRUPT to the CPU. Also the Q output of U43Iires the monostable U40, which will

issue the signal eF[i (Ctear lnterrupt) acknowledging the interrupt lrom the DPO, The

DPO will respond by releasing the CP Bus line (C-BO-C-E7).
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Sending lhe Address lo lhe DPO lrom lhe Compuler

First, the add ress ol the circuit card in the DPO or the DPO memory location must

be loaded into the Data Latches (see typical data latch) 0 th rough 12 by asserting the bit
pattern oI the desired address and a LOAD command from the CPU. Next, the following

lines must be asserted: AAH, DPO Address Registeri WRITE, to indicate the data is
going to the DPO; and START. Since AAH, START, and WRITE are asserted the Q
outputs o, flip-flops U20, U26, and U29 will be high. The high on the Q output of U20

generates CIBZY- lcommon Bus Busy) at pin 24 ot Jo2; the Q outputs of U26 and U29

are gated through U28 and generates Ei6'i , wh ich ind icates a transfer oI address to the

DPOi the Q output of U29 generates a LOAD DATA signal which goes to the Typical

Data Latch and gates the data onto the CP Bus (in the typical data latch shown, only
data bit 0 is shown and it is gated through U53). The Q output of U29 also lires
monostable U30, U31 is clocked on the trailing edge ol the pu lse from U30. The Q output

oI U3'1 goes high and is gated through U34, generating DSN-T lData Sentl at pin 28 of

JO2. The DSN-T signal ind icates that dala is valid on CP Bus bits O through 16. The pulse

width of U30 is sufficient to allow the data on the CP Bus to be sufficiently settled and

deskewed before the DSIi=i line is driven. The network consisting of U32, U33, the '180

ohm resistor and the 0.001 microlarad capacitors are to ensure that U35, which is the

receiver for the DENr line, will not be activated during the time either immediately

before or immediately after the DSNJT line is being driven.

Notice that a CLR (clear) signal, developed at the computer, is coupled through

U42 to pin 19 of J02. This signal, when asserted, sets the DPO to the idle state. lt is
recommended that this signal be available trom the lront panel of the computer and/ot a

programmable function within the computer software.
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APPENDIX B

TYPICAL COMPUTER/CP BUS INTERFACE

The lollowing describes a typical computer/CP Bus lnterface lor use with the

DPO,/CP Bus lnterlace. lt is not intended to be applicable to any one computer but to aid

in the design of an interface that will meet the requirements of interfacing a specific

computer to the DPO/CP Bus lnterface.

ln the lower right hand corner of the diagram is a typical data latch for one data bit
(bat 0 is shown). Sixleen of these data latches are required to transter data between the

DPO/CP Bus lntertace and the computer.

The signals shown on the pins of J02 are connected to the DPO/CP Bus lnterlace,

the remainder of the signals are connected to the computer or between the interlace

and the data latches. The signal ievels are TTL and positive logic.

The DPO/CP Bus lntertace will acknowledge the lact that it has latched the

address or the data on the CP Bus bit lines 0 through 12 into the DPO Address Reg ister

by asserting DFICV (Data Received) pin 21 of Jo2. DFieV is gated through U38 and f ires

monostablo, U39. The pulse width of U39 must be lairly long as it is going to be used to

clear several flip-flops. Since WRITE is still asserted both inputs to U48 are now high

and this generates the DONE signal. The DONE signal indicates to the computer that

the action is complete. The Q output of U39 is also gated through U50 and clears tlip-
flops U31, U29, U26, and U25.

DPO lnterlace Concepts

The computer acknowledges the receipt of the DON E signal by issu ing a ACTION
COMPLETE signal. This signal is gated through U44 and resets the DONE llip-tlop
consisting of U45 and U46. Also the output ot U44 resets U2O wh ich is the CBBZY flip-
llop. This completes the transfer of data to the DPO Address Register.

Sending Data to the OPO lrom lhe Compuler

Data is transrerred to the DPO Data Register in much the same way as the address

was transferred to the DPO Address Register except AOR is asserted in place of AAR;

STABT and WR ITE are both asserted. Since ADB is asserted the Q output ol U25 will be

high and the Q output of U26 will be low. The Q output of U25 and U29 are gated th rough

U27, generating 862 at pin 2g ol JO2. B-Z indicates a transfer of data to the DPO. The

remainder of the circuitry lunctions in the same manner as was previously described

when transferring the address to the DPO.

Sequence lor the Computer to Read Dala lrom lhe DPO

When data is to be read from the DPO, the computer interlace must go through

two bus cycles. The first bus cycle is very similar to the previously described bus cycle;

ADR, START, and READ are now asserled. Since WRITE is not asserted, U24 will not
clock U25 or U26 but U23 will preset U25 and U26 causing their Q outputs to be high.

The Q outputs of U25, U26, and U29 are gated th rough U27 and U28, asserting BO1- and

6O2, indicating that this is a read cycle. CBB-ZY and DSNT will be asserted in the
previously described manner.

When the DPO/CP Bus lnterface receives BQl , BQ2, and DSNT, it will respond by

sending DReV, which willf ire monostable U3g. Since WRITE is not asserted, DONE will
not be generated but the output oI U39 will be gated through U50 clearing U31, U29,

U26, and U25 (note that CBBZY is still asserted). Th is places the CPU interface in a state

to receive data from the DPO/CP Bus lnterface.

When the DPO/CP Bus lnterface has acquired the data Irom the DPO and placed it

on the CP Bus, it will assert DSNT-. 6SNT will be gated through U35 and U51 and
generate CLOCK DATA. CLOCK DATA goes to the Data Latch and is shown, in the

Typical Data Latch, clocking CEO (Common Bus bit O) f rom the DPO/CP Bus lnterlace

through U56 to the CPU. ln addition to asserting e-LocK DATA. DSN-T is gated th rough

U47 and sets the DONE Ilip{lop. When DONE is set, the computer will indicate that the

data has been accepted by asserting ACTION COMPLETE. ACTION COMPLETE will

be gated through U37 and assen DFeV to the DPO/oP Bus lnterface; also it is gated

through U44 and clears the DoNE flip{lop and C-EEZY ttipltop.

ln the previously described sequences, if there is more than one DPO on the line,

the CPU may put the device code of the addressed DPO on the line when CBBSY is

asserted. The device code will be gated through U 14, U'15, and U 16 and set BSI through
t 5J.

OPO lnterlace Concepts

lnterrupts

The DPO interrupts the CPU by asserting one of the CP Bus bits Cm through

dE7, if CBezY- is not asserted. The interrupting device will interrupt on the CP Bus line

that is the decimal representation of its device number, e.9., device number 5 will

interrupt on eEE. rne received interrupt is inverted through the Data Latch (U54 of

Typical Data Latch) and then goes through inverters U1-U8 to the inputs of U9, a

Priority Encoder, which encodes the binary representation of the interrupting device

and asserts BS 1 th rough E53. When any one or combination of the inputs to U9 are low,

pin 14 on the output will be low. This low is inverted through U13 and clocks U43. Since

eg-EZY is not asserted, the Q output ol U43 goes high and generates the signal

INTERRUPT to the CPU. Also the Q output of U43Iires the monostable U40, which will

issue the signal eF[i (Ctear lnterrupt) acknowledging the interrupt lrom the DPO, The

DPO will respond by releasing the CP Bus line (C-BO-C-E7).
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Sending lhe Address lo lhe DPO lrom lhe Compuler

First, the add ress ol the circuit card in the DPO or the DPO memory location must

be loaded into the Data Latches (see typical data latch) 0 th rough 12 by asserting the bit
pattern oI the desired address and a LOAD command from the CPU. Next, the following

lines must be asserted: AAH, DPO Address Registeri WRITE, to indicate the data is
going to the DPO; and START. Since AAH, START, and WRITE are asserted the Q
outputs o, flip-flops U20, U26, and U29 will be high. The high on the Q output of U20

generates CIBZY- lcommon Bus Busy) at pin 24 ot Jo2; the Q outputs of U26 and U29

are gated through U28 and generates Ei6'i , wh ich ind icates a transfer oI address to the

DPOi the Q output of U29 generates a LOAD DATA signal which goes to the Typical

Data Latch and gates the data onto the CP Bus (in the typical data latch shown, only
data bit 0 is shown and it is gated through U53). The Q output of U29 also lires
monostable U30, U31 is clocked on the trailing edge ol the pu lse from U30. The Q output

oI U3'1 goes high and is gated through U34, generating DSN-T lData Sentl at pin 28 of

JO2. The DSN-T signal ind icates that dala is valid on CP Bus bits O through 16. The pulse

width of U30 is sufficient to allow the data on the CP Bus to be sufficiently settled and

deskewed before the DSIi=i line is driven. The network consisting of U32, U33, the '180

ohm resistor and the 0.001 microlarad capacitors are to ensure that U35, which is the

receiver for the DENr line, will not be activated during the time either immediately

before or immediately after the DSNJT line is being driven.

Notice that a CLR (clear) signal, developed at the computer, is coupled through

U42 to pin 19 of J02. This signal, when asserted, sets the DPO to the idle state. lt is
recommended that this signal be available trom the lront panel of the computer and/ot a

programmable function within the computer software.
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